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o
FOREWORD
This document comprises the final report prepared by Sunrise Aircraft Cor-
poration of America for Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 94035,
under Contract NAS2-2518. The Phase I of this multi-phased program includes
design, fabrication and bench testing of an experimental jet pump. The program
is intended to lead to wind-tunnel testing of a jet pump powered, boundary layer
control system, known as the Jet Induced Lift (JIL) system, as applied to a
large scale aircraft model such as the Ames Deflected Slipstream STOL model.
The work on this contract was supervised by Mr. Fred G. Wagner. The sub-
contractor, Dynatech Corporation of Cambridge, Massachusetts, made valuable con-
tributions in theoretical analysis and experimental techniques.
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SUM>_ARY
An experimental jet pumputilizing high energy compressedair as the dri-
ving fluid was developed and bench tested. The configuration is typical of the
requirements for a jet-induced-high-lift wing system, and is applicable as a
boundary layer control device utilizing suction and blowing.
The jet pumpwas operated continuously for extended periods of time (up
to eight hours in several runs) over a wide range of primary jet total pres-
sures and temperatures. Test runs were conducted with six different nozzle
sets, each specifically designed for a given input primary jet total pressure
and total temperature. The maximumprimary jet total pressure was 410 psia,
while the maximumtotal temperature (at the nozzle throat) was 2590°F. The
Dynatech Corporation combustor unit installed in the compressedair line was
operated at temperatures up to 3560°F.
Induced (suction) airflow of up to 2.433 ib/sec were measuredduring this
investigation. A massaugmentation ratio (blowing slot airflow over compressed
air weight flow) of 22.2 for the above suction flow was obtained. The maximum
massaugmentation was 28.9 (at a low blowing slot airflow, however). A maximum
thrust augmentation (blowing slot thrust over primary jet nozzle thrust) of
= 1.32 was measured. Using the reference areas of the NASA Ames Deflected
Slipstream STOL model wing, maximum BLC flow coefficients of CQs = .032 (suc-
tion flow coefficient) and C = .26 (blowing momentum coefficient) were obtain-
ed, at an assumed freestream dynamic pressure, qo " 4.5 ib/ft 2.
Jet pump performance was adversely affected by the total pressure losses
caused by an uns_reamiined primary jet feedpipe and nozzle cluster obstruction
in the suction duct, and duct wall flow separation encountered in the blowing
duct. These losses must be reduced in order to achieve the pre-test design
CQs =point performg_ce = .050, c .55.
Te_ made _ith _: _n inserts in the suction and blowing ducts improved
the duct flow and the loss characteristics. A bellmouth inlet to the mixing
tube was fabricated to evaluate the extent of the total pressure losses caused
by the nozzle cluster. Improved performance resulted from the decrease in
total pressure loss. Converging (sonic) nozzle operation and extensive off"
design point operation resulted in a wide range of data. The flow (or vel-
ocity) distribution at the suction (inlet) and blowing (exit) slots were satis-
factory, although uneven.
The test results reported herein support the proposition that a high lift
system utilizing multiple jet pumprepresents a feasible meansof boundary
layer control for Short Take-off and Landing (STOL)aircraft. Further devel-
opment work is required to improve the jet pumpduct configuration in order to
attain higher BLCperformance at primary jet pressures and temperatures obtain-
able at the present state-of-the-art.
INTRODUCTION
The jet pump,when utilized as a boundary layer control device, produces
suction at the flap hinge over one portion of a wing and ejects a blowing jet
sheet over the flaps on another portion of tile wing, thereby providing the
high lift coefficients necessary for Short Take-off and Landing (STOL)air-
craft. Figures 2 and 3 show the jet pumpin a BLCapplication.
The purpose of this program is to generate sufficient data and knowledge
to enable design and fabrication of jet pumphardware suitable for future wind
tunnel programs. The bench testing of an experimental jet pumprepresents the
initial phase of a possible multi-phased program which may include wind-tunnel
testing of a jet pumppowered 5oundary•layer control system applied to a large
scale aircraft model such as the NASAAmesDeflected Slipstream STOLmodel.
The present report covers the results of the experimental investigations





























cross-sectional area, ft 2
span, ft
wing chord, ft
specific heat at constant pressure Btu/ib°R
nozzle discharge coefficient
BLC air volume flow coefficient, = Qv S (at density 0o)






gravitational acceleration, ft/sec 2
enthalpy, Btu/ib
enthalpy of combustion, Btu/ib
Joules mechanical equivalent of heat, ft-lb/Btu






pressure, ib/ft 2 or psia
power, hp
i
dynamic pressure = _ pv 2, Ib/ft 2
air volume flow, ft3/sec
gas constant, ft.lb/ib°R
slot width, ft
wing area, ft 2










BLC air weight flow rate, ib/sec
Vsj
velocity ratio =--at station I
Vpj
coefficient of linear expansion, per °R
vM
velocity ratio =--at station M
Vpj
specific weight, ib/ft 3
slot velocity distribution correction factor
change, difference
jet pump efficiency
mass density = _ Ib'sec2
, ft _
g _j












































































.08275 ft 2 _
.240 Btu/ib °R (ambient air)










10.6 x 10-6 /°F (310 stainless steel)
WORK ACCOMPLISHED
Experimental Jet Pump and Test Stand
Dimensions and instrumentation - The experimental jet pump was intended
for application to the NASA Ames Deflected Slipstream STOL model. Figure 4 shows
the jet pump configuration in the model wing. The basic dimensions of the jet
pump and the internal dimensions of the primary jet nozzles are given in
figures 5 and 6.
The instrumentation of tile experimental jet pump provided for measurement
of the primary air mass flow rate, total temperature and total pressure; the
secondary air mass flow rate; mixing tube and diffuser total pressure profiles;
static pressure profiles across the inlet (suction) slot and in the ducts and
mixing sections from wall taps at various locations along and transverse to
the duct axis. Total pressure distributions were taken at the exit (blowing)
slot, and flow angles at the exit slot were measured. The methods and para-
meters affected are summarized in table i. A summary schematic of the instru-
mentation is shown in figure 7.
Fabrication - The basic components of tile jet pump are the suction duct
and slot, mixing tube, downstream conical diffuser, and the blowing diffuser
duct and slot. The suction and blowing ducts were constructed of laminated
fibreglass. The mixing tube and conical diffuser were made of 15ST aluminum.
The primary jet feedpipe and nozzle cluster assembly were fabricated with
Hastelloy "C" nickel alloy, while the nozzle tips were fabricated of a variety
of materials (see figure 6), generally depending upon the temperature range
involved. A bellmouth entrance was constructed of laminated wood for the tests














































































duct, mixing tube and
diffuser and blowing
duct
Primary air supply system - The tests were performed at the subcontractor's
test facility (Dynatech Corporation of Cambridge, _ssachusetts). The tests
conducted can be placed in two categories: i) cold and electrically heated com-
pressed air tests; 2) combustion heated compressed air tests. The primary air
flow loop schematic of the test facility is shown in figure 8.
The primary air in all tests was supplied by a two-stage reciprocating com-
pressor which can deliver over 6 ib/min at a pressure of 425 psig. When de-
sired, the air is heated after leaving the compressor by two 240V, 25 kw elec-
tric heaters in a series flow arrangement. The temperature of the air leaving
the heaters can be controlled to _ 20°F within the range from 200 ° to 1200°F.
Heater discharge pressure can be controlled to _ 2 psi within the range 50 to
410 psig.
For use in the testing above 1200°F, Dynatech developed a combustor heat-
ing system which delivered the compressed air at temperatures up to 3560°F at
the combustor outlet. This burning chamber was originally designed by General
Electric Company for jet engine starter service. By modifying the combustor fuel
nozzles, ignition system and starting procedures, Dynatech achieved reliable
operation at the .ii ib/sec flow rate, which is 1/7 of the combustor design
flow rate. The combustor fuel (kerosene) was provided by a nitrogen-pressurized
fuel system, regulated by a precision needle valve and measured by a rotameter
flow meter. The fuel system is shown schematically in figure 8, and a cutaway
view of the combustor is shown in figure 9.
Test stand - The jet pump was mounted on a test stand (figure i0). The
low temperature feedpipe (60-12000F) and the high temperature combustion chamber
are shown in figures ii and 13. The installation of the primary jet nozzle
cluster and supporting strut (with the top of the suction duct removed) is pre-
sented in figure 12. The bellmouth entrance to the mixing tube (suction duct
removed) is shown in figure 14. The manometer bank (figure 15) concludes the
test set-up.
Experimental Investigations
Primary jet nozzles - The six primary jet nozzles design points cover
the spectrum of operating conditions as shown below:



























The nozzle sets bench tested were numbers 2, 3, 4 and 6; two other nozzle
sets were fabricated. One nozzle set, designated 4A, was a set of converging
(sonic) nozzles having the same throat area as the set 4 primary jet nozzles.
The other nozzle set, designated 6R, was fabricated with the nozzle set 6 dimen-
sions but with more suitable material.
Bench tests - 3f test runs were conducted using the six different nozzle
sets. Tables 3 and 4 summarize the primary jet total pressure and total tem-
perature for nhe pertinent tests performed. For the combustion tests, the total
temperature of the combustor is given. In the first test run (number 3-i), at
least one nozzle in the set was blocked by small pieces of ceramic material from
the upstream heater insulation. A filter was placed in the line for following
tests. A test under the nozzle set 4 conditions was run with five nozzles
blocked (designated test run 4P), in order to determine the effect of the num-
ber of operating nozzles on jet pump performance.








































































































































































In several of the nozzle set 6R tests, wooden inserts were placed in the
suction and blowing ducts in an effort to improve the flow characteristics
and to reduce the total pressure losses. In order to determine the total
pressure losses due to the nozzle cluster obstruction, tests (designated 4B)
were performed with the suction duct removed and a straight bellmouth type
e. _._c_ _stailed. _other test was made with the nozzle cluster backed off
one inch from the d_ _. position (Station I in figure 14).
Ii
TESTRESULTS
The bench test results of the jet pumpcan be presented in terms of the
input (primary) conditions, the output (exit slot) conditions, and the perti-
nent relationships between the input and output parameters. Table 5 summarizes
the jet pumpperformance for each nozzle set design point (or the test nearest
the design point). ' For results of all tests performed, Appendix B presents the
analytical methods and the test data in tabular form.
_NALYSISANDDISCUSSION
Jet PumpDesign Point
Aerodynamic coefficients - Using dimensions of the existing NASA Ames
Deflected Slipstream STOL Nodel wing (envisioned with four jet pumps per wing
panel), the most outboard jet pump was chosen for the design of the experi-
mental jet pump to be bench tested (see figure 4). The aircraft (or large
scale wind tunnel model) design conditions for this jet pump are (Ref.l):
Design freestream dynamic pressure ...... qo = 4.5 ib/ft 2
Suction reference wing area ......... SS = 16.178 ft 2
Blowing reference wing area ......... SB = 14.707 ft 2
The _" "f....±owin_ BLC flow coefficients (based on the model dimensions) were
considered desirable for obtaining STOL performance:
Suction flow coefficient CQs = .050







_ressure, p , psia
tpo
tPrimary jet total






























































































Jet pump oarameters - The experimental jet pump was designed for the
nozzle set 6 primary jet conditions of p. = 400 psia, T = 3000°F. The
Lpo tpo
nozzle sets for the other cases were dimensional for producing (as closely as
possible) the same BLC flow coefficients. Table 6 is a brief summary of the
predicted design point conditions for the nozzle sets 4 and 6 tests (Ref. 1
and 2).
TABLE 6 - P_IEDICTED PERFOR_L_qCE
!
Parameter Nozzle Set 4 Nozzle Set 6
350 400
Primary jet total pressure, ptpo , psia
Primary jet total temperature, Ttpo, °F
Primary jet airflow rate, Wpj, ib/sec.
W S
Entrainment ratio, m = --
Wpj
Secondary jet suction airflow rate,
WS, ib/_ec
Vsj
Velocity ratio, e = -- (at station I)
Vpj
Blowing (_iot) dyna1_c pressure, qB' ib/ft2
Suction duct total pressure loss, APtsj, ib/ft 2
_ _ APtD B ,
±owln o duet total pressure loss, ib/ft 2
WBv B
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Total pressure rise - In a jet pump, the thermal (potential) energy con-
verted to kinetic energy by the primary jet nozzles will act to increase the
pressure of the secondary air stream. This increase in pressure is dependent
upon the primary jet momentum, which is a function of the primary jet total
pressure and total temperature•
































The preceding table 7 shows the results obtained in selected bench tests.
The jet pump total pressure rise, &Ptjp' can be expressed as :
APtj P = u (&p. ), Ib/ft 2 (3)
l
The nixing efficiency, u, is discussed in detail in another section. In the
followi_%g analysis, the mixing efficiency is assumed to be equal to 1.00. The
ideal total pressure rise, APt , is that pressure rise which would be achieved
JP.
if wall friction losses are neglkgible within the mixing tube, the flow is well
mixed _z the _:_ixing tube discharge, and the primary jet adjusts isentropically
to the secondary jet static pressure.
The ideal total pressure rise may be plotted as a function of entrainment
ratio, following the calculation procedure given in Appendix A. For the primary
jet input total pressure, Ptpo = 350 psia and total temperature, Ttpo= 1200°F,
table 8 i_.¢_ _ that the ideal jet pump total pressure rise decreases as the
entrair._nent ragio (and total airflow) increases• This is reasonable, since the
15
sameinput energy must raise the pressure of a larger air mass.
TABLE8 - IDEALTOTALPRESSURERISE
En _ ra__men L
wS

















Note: p = 350 psia, T = 1200°F, Wpj = .107 Ib/sec
tpo tpo
Entrainment ratio - In jet pumps, secondary fluid flows at a relatively
low head output are induced by a high pressure primary fluid (at a low flow
rate).j The ratio of this induced airflow rate (suction flow rate, WS) to the
driving fluid flow rate (primary jet flow rate, Wpj) is the entrainment ratio, m.
W S
m = -- . ........................ . . . (4)
Wpj
it can be shown that the entrainment ratio is dependent upon the total
pressure rise of the mixed streams (and therefore dependent upon the primary
jet total temperature and pressure)_ by applying the continuity relationship
at the blowing slot,
W B = PBV ABg = (m + i) Wpj, ib/sec .............. (5)
and the fact that the dynamic pressure a_ the blowing slot, qB' can be defined
as
qB = APtjp - Ap_ = i 2 ibLIoss _ OBV B , _2 ............. (6)
where :
Apt _s the total pressure loss of the entire system.
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Rearranging _quation (6):
'vB = _/_B [APtjp- APtloss ]' ft/sec
Substituting equation (7) into equation (5),
(7)
ABg
m = %_/2pB[&Pt - ]jp APtloss Wpj (8)
Equation (8) shows that tile entrainment ratio is also a function of the total
pressure losses in the system. Therefore, the greatest effort must be made
to minimize the total pressure losses in the ducts•
Figure 16 presents the variation of the dynamic pressure at the blowing
slot, q _ with the entrainment ratio for the test run 4-1. A similar curve
could be drawn to show the relationship of the blowing momentum coefficient,
C to the entrainment ratio. By calculating the ideal jet pump total pres-
sure rise (as outlined in Appendix A), and applying the mixing efficiency, u,
definition as the ratio of actual jet pump total pressure rise to the ideal
total pressure rise, a fan_ly of curves as drawn in figure 16 may be presented
as a function of entrainment ratio. The significance of figure 16 is that it
can completely define the performance of the jet pump for
I) given input parameters (Wpj, ptpo , Ttpo)
2) given mixing efficiency, u
3) given _et pump geometry.
For example, for test run 4-i, at an entrainment ratio of m = 18.5, the-total
pressure rise in the jet pump (assuming u = 1.00) will be 116 Ib/ft 2, from
figure 16. The blowing slot dynamic pressure, qB' at m = 18.5 is 29 ib/ft 2.
The total pressure losses in the duct system, &Ptloss , is therefore 87 ib/ft 2,
by equation (6). With the same nozzle set, it can be seen that increased jet
pump performance will be realized wiLh a lower loss characteristic•
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Total pressure losses - The total pressure losses in the suction and
blowing ducts incurred in the bench test series adversely affect the perfor-
mance of Zhc jet pump. The suction duct total pressure losses are caused by
suction slot entrance losses, air diffusion, air turning, air friction on the
duct walls, and the pressure losses due to the primary jet feedpipe and nozzle
cluster obstruction. The last factor comprises the largest portion of the suc-
tion duct total pressure losses. Surface friction, abrupt duct area (and velo-
city)changes and the turbulent wake in'the mixing tube caused by the feedpipe,
nozzle cluster, and support rod are the major components of the total pressure
losses due to this nozzle cluster assembly. The predicted value of the suction
duct total pressure losses (8 Ib/ft2 at a flow rate of 3.80 ib/sec) was based
on experimental evidence obtained in prior tests (Ref i) having a different
feedpipe and nozzle cluster design.
The pressure losses in the blowing duct are caused by blowing air diffu-
sion (including wall separation), turning and friction. The predicted total
pressure loss (Ref. i) was 9.5 ib/ft 2, but no allowance was made for some duct
wall flow separation experienced in the bench tests. Figure 17 shows the total
pressure losses in the blowing duct (downstream of Station M - see figure i)
incurred in the bench tests. In the test run 6R, a sanded wooden insert was
installed in n:<e blowing duct to improve the flow characteristics and to de-
crease ehe losses (also in figure 17).
The suction duct losses cannot be accurately determined at this time, due
to an appar_.& error in the static tap 2i measurement of static pressure in
the mixing section. However, the losses can be estimated if the mixing effi-
ciency of the jet pump can be ascertained. By calculating the ideal jet pump
total pressure rise for each case (using the measured pressure PSJ (tap 21))
and subtracting the test value of (pt M - po ) which represents the excess total
pressure at the end of the mixing tube, an approximation of the suction duct
total pressure loss curve may be made for a mixing efficiency value, u = 1.00.
Another difficulty in accurately defining the losses is incomplete mixing at
the end of the mixing tube (as "Flow Characteristics" section), hence the total
pressure value at the end of the mixing tube, PM' may not be correct.
O
Taking these factors into account, the curve of suction duct total pres-
sure loss as a function of airflow rate is drawn in figure 17. The most obvi-
ous anomalies are the nozzle set 4P and 6R series. The 4P test series was run
with fcur blocked nozzles (reduced mixing efficiency), while the 6R test series
was run with a sanded wooden insert in the suction duct, which caused a reduc-
tion in the losses.
One test run (not summarized in the Appendices) was made with a 17-foot
long pipe of 6-inch diameter connected to the mixing tube inlet. A comparison
of the suction duct total pressure losses of this test with those encountered
in tests with the suction duet attached and the bellmouth inlet attached is
given in the table below:
Parameter
Test run
Suction airflow rate, WS, ib/sec
Suction duct total pressure losses,


















For the pipe entrance, the calculated pressure loss due to wall friction was
i0 !b/ft 2. Hence, the total pressure loss due to the nozzle cluster in the
axial flow was 63 ib/ft 2. If a relationship such as
Aptsj = C WS2 , ib/ft 2 (9)
is assumed, the constant C for tile long pipe entrance (removing the wall fric-
tion effect) is 16.9. For the test run 4-1, C is also calculated to be 16.9.
It shouia be noted that in tests with the suction duct on, the total secondary
airflow d: . not pass over the nozzle cluster in an axial direction, and that
some IG.oes occur in the ducts due to friction, turning, and diffusion. How-
ever, it can be said that a large percentage of the suction duct total pres-
:_e loss is due to the nozzle cluster and primary feedpipe.
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• +_ _ _ tile difference between the &ptjpand qB curves in figure 16,5y _ic_n o
the relationship between the total pressure losses and entrainment ratio can
be found, as shown in figure 18. From this figure, table 9 can be generated.
TABLE 9 - EFFECT OF TOTAL PRESSURE LOSSES
Parameter
Total pressure loss, APtloss , ib/ft 2
Entrainment ratio, m
Suction flow coefficient, CQs














The above table illustrates the important and over-riding part that the total
pressure losses play in determining jet pump performance. The ideal case of
table 9 is the theoretical maximum performance obtainable with the nozzle
set 4 at design point input conditions.
By streamlining the nozzle cluster and feedpipe, and by improving the
duct flow with inserts in both _he suction and blowing ducts, the total pres-
sure l_sses will be substantially reduced, and improved jet pump performance
will be obtained.
_--'_no__.._,_efficiency - The mixing efficiency, u, may be presented as:
APtjp
........................... (i0)
The equation (i0) states that only a percentage of the ideal jet pump total
pressure rise is accomplished in the real case, due _o imperfect mixing, wall
"acconm_odatlonfriction los_es, and " " losses due _o the shock and expansion
waves induced by unequal static pressure at the nozzle plane (i.e., ppj #
psj). Unfortunately, no meaningful I_xing efficiency data may be gleaned
2O
from the bench tests performed. As shownin the following section, the static
pressure at the mixing (or nozzle) plane (psj), was not correctly measured,
hence all total pressure loss (and therefore all total pressure rise) measure-
ments arc, at best, only estimates. For the design point tests, the mixing
efficiency is approximately u = 1.00. For the off-design pressure runs, u will
be less than 1.0 due to the "accommodation" necessary to equalize ppj = PSJ"
Static pressure tap 21 - The static pressure tap 21 at the mixing tube
entrance (_ee figure 1 - station I) was suspected to have given a reading too
low. Therefore, accurate measurement of the suction duct total pressure loss
and the jet pump total pressure rise were not possible; reliance must be placed
upon the ideal case.
The evidence for the above statement is this: Under the test run 4-1
conditions, the calculated value of gPtjp' based upon the indicated static
pressure is 143 ib/ft 2 (see Table B5). However, the ideal jet pump total
pressure rise is calculated to be only 115 ib/ft 2 (see Table AI). Since an
"ideal" jet pump can produce only 115 ib/ft 2 at this entrainment ratio, the
\
actual value of gPtjp must be less than 115 ib/ft 2. This means that the true
value of psj(tap 21) must be higher than the static pressure indicated. It
should be noted that tap 21 is in a region of curving streamlines and rapidly
changing pressures (see figure 23), thus it is not surprising that tap 21
might be inaccurate. It is likely than the true value of static pressure of
the secondary (suction) air lies between that indicated by the taps 18 and 21.
Bellmouth entrance - The bellmouth entrance (suction duct removed) in-
creased the performmnce of the jet pump. The decrease in total pressure
losses resulting from the suction duct being removed is the reason for the
increased performance. Figure 19 compares this data with previous test points,
on an entrainment vs. primary jet total pressure basis. Since the higher en-
trainment ratio and the relatively equal primary airflow result in a higher
secondary airf!o_ rate, the true effect of the beilmouth entrance is somewhat
obscured. A true comparison can be made by assuming the secondary flow rates
of test 4_-i _ _gh 4S-3 are equal to those of the test series 4-1 through
21
4-3, respectively, and calculating entrainment ratios by the methods of the
"PerforT.mnc_ Prediction" section (also in figure 19).
In the test designated 4B-4, the nozzle cluster was movedout of the mixing
tube in small increments. The maximumentrainment ratio was attained when the
nozzle plane was one inch upstream of the original nozzle plane (station I on
figure i). The maximumentrainment obtained with this "telescoping" action was
m = 21.9; if the secondary flow were to be assumedequal to that of test 4-1,
and the entrainment calculated (discussed above), the resulting entrainment
ratio would be m = 27.4 for a jet pumpdesigned for the secondary mass flow of
test 4-1.
The static pressure distribution in the mixing tube (bellmouth entrance
tests) was comparable to previous tests. However, the static pressure recov-
ery :: . _he conical diffuser was less than in previous tests. For typical pres-
sure profiles, see figure 23 in the "Flow Characteristics" section.
Sonic nozzle operation - Sonic (converging) nozzle operation results in
slightly lower entrainment ratios, compared to supersonic (converging - diver-
ging) nozzles, at high primary jet total pressure. Table 10 compares the test
run 4A-I (sonic nozzles) to the run 4-1 (supersonic nozzles) data.
The table shows the differences in entrainment ratio and thrust augmenta-
tion obtained with sonic nozzles. The estimated mixing efficiency was calcu-
lated by summing the terms qB (table B6), _Ptsj (figure 17), and APtDB (fig-
ure 17), to obtain the actual jet total pressure rise, Aptjp , and dividing
by the ideal jet pump total pressure rise, _Ptjp ' from table AI.
1
Off design point operation - When the primary nozzles are operated at a
total pressure lower than the design pressure, a decrease in jet pump performance
(C , C ) results. Tabie II gives _e pertinent performance data for the test
QS
series 4-1 thru 4-4.
TABLEi0 - SOrbiCNOZZLEOPERATION
Parameter
Primary jet total pressure, , psia
Ptpo
Primary jet total temperature, T , °F
_PO
Primary je_ weight flow rate, Wpj, ib/sec








Entrainment ratio, m = --
Wpj












TAT]LE Ii OFF DESIGN POI[iT OILI<A_ION
Parameter
Primary jet total pressure, psia
Ptpo'
Primary jet total temperature, T+ , °F
"PO
2rimary jet weight flow rate, Wpj, ib/sec
Secondary air weight flow rate, WS, Ib/sec
WS
Entrainment ratio, m =----
Wpj
Suction airflow coefficient, CQs




































_<u,_,_e.of n_)zzles - The effect of the number of nozzles on jet pump per-
for_r,ance was tested, in the test series 4P, four nozzles were plugged, leav-
ing five in operation (resulting in 5/9 of the 9-nozzles airflow rate). The
resulting mixing efficiencies are on the order of 80% (see table 12 below). A
true correlation of data would be made only if a 5 nozzle cluster was fabrica-
ted for the 9 nozzle airflow rate; with such a configuration, u might have
higher values.
TABLE 12 - EFFECT OF NU}USER OF NOZZLES
Parameter
Number of primary nozzles
Primary jet total pressure, Ptpo , psia
Primary jet total temperature, T , psia
tpo
Primary jet weight flow rate, Wpj, ib/sec
Secondary air weight flow rate, WS, ib/sec
W S
Entrainment ratio, m =--
Wpj






















Suction slot and duct - The spanwise velocity distribution at the suction
slot was satisfactory. Figure 20 shows the velocity profile for the test run
4-1. It is a typical plot (i.e., the other test runs produced essentially the
same spanwise disuribution). It can be seen that the highest velocities are
attained at tha_ portion of the slot nearest the mixing tube. The small sanded
wooden insert placed in the suction duct ramp (outlined in figure 20) did not
improve the spanwise velocity distribution.
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The flow within the suction duct can best be described as complex. After
entering the slot, the air enters Ehechordwise flow suction duct in which it
flows nearly perpendicular to the mixing tube axis. A 70° turn is then made
(in the ideal case) into the spar.wise suction duct which carries the air past
the obstruction of tile nozzle cluster into the mixing tube. Probing within
the duct indicated a turbulent area where the sanded insert was placed in the '
nozzle set 6R tests (figure 20).
Nixin_ tube and conical diffuser - Extensive total pressure and tempera-
ture probing was made in the mixing tube and conical diffuser at three differ-
ent stations. The figures 21 show the velocity profile near the end of the
mixing tube and near the end of the diffuser for the test run 4-1. Three dif-
ferent traverse angles are presented. Figures 22a and 22c show the temperature
profiles for the same stations and traverse angles. In some cases, for example,
figure 2!a, tile probe was not centered on the primary jet, and the influence
of the nozzle is not reflected in the profiles. It should be noted that the
temperature of the air in this test was below 300°F in the mixing tube and
below 200°F in the diffuser. Neither the mixing tube or diffuser were too
warm to touch in any test.
The sEatic pressure distribution in the jet pump for test 4-1 is given in
figure 23. The large total pressure loss occurring in the suction duct is
indicated on the plot at tap 21, the nozzle exit plane. Downstream of the
nozzle exit plane, the static pressure is recovered by expansion in the conical
diffuser, and in most test runs, the static pressure within the duct equalled
the atmosphere pressure at the end of the conical diffuser.
Downstrean_ diff_se_- and blowing duct - After the air streams are mixed
and expounded, the mixture must be turned into the blowing slot before flowing
over the hypotheeical deflected flap (aileron). Further diffusion and turning
is accomplished with the downstream diffuser. The sharp bend in the duct be-
tween static taps 3 and 4 causes the air uo separate from the lower surface
of the duct. The total pressure loss caused by this separation is shown in
figure 24. The effect of the sanded wooden insert in the blowing duct is also
sho_ in figure 24; _he separation from the duct wall is delayed until between
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static taps 4 and 5.
Slowing slol - The spanwise velocity distribution of the blowing jet sheet
(test run 4-1) is satisfactory (figure 25). The centrifugal action caused by
the large turning angle in the blowing duct forces higher velocities outboard.
Xo back-flow was noted along the blowing slot span.
The flow profile vertically across the slot is given in figure 26. From
this and similar plots, the blowing slot profile correction factor gB' may
be calculated (see figure 27).
Performance Prediction
Er_:Dirical relationships - On the basis of the test data obtained, the
performance of the jet pump (m, &ptjp ) can be predicted by equations (ii)
through (17) for the design point and combustion chamber (high temperature)
data. The duct characteristic equations are determined by the duct configura-
tion (e.g., suction duct removed, inserts added, etc).
&P = CWs2, ib/ft 2 (ii)
tjp .....................
where:
C = 30.0 for test runs 2, 3, 4 and 6 (original duct system - no inserts)
C = 24.0 for test run 6R (sanded wooden inserts improve flow character-
istics)
C = 22.4 for test run 4B (be!imouth entrance)
The jet pump total pressure rise may also be expressed, as a first approximation,
as a function of the primary jet momentum, WpjVpj; the assumption is valid when
[(m + i) v_i - mvsj]<<Vpj
,,pjVpj












, ; apj* = speed of sound at nozzle throat conditions.
apj
so that:
APtj P = C4Ptp 0 Cw _j* P_,j*, ib/ft 2 .............. (15)
where :
p~ is in psia
Lpo
_j* is in ft 2
C4 is in Table 13 below.
Combining equations (ii) and (15), the secondary flow rate is:
WS2 = C5Ptpo CW AD_j* _j*, Ib2sec2 ................ (16)
where:
C- is in Table 13 below.
D
Finally, the entrainment ratio can be predicted by the following equation,
utilizing equations (13) and (16):
WS _ < tpo




C 6 is in Table 13 below.























Original duct system with
sanded wooden inserts added
_ellmoutn entrance
In figure 28, the predicted suction airflow (calculated by equation 16)
is compared with test data for each case. Tile major difference between predic-
tion and test values are in the test runs 2 and 4A data. The consistent devia-
tion from prediction for set 2 may be due to the effect of moisture condensation
shock waves.
The dependence of jet pump performance upon tile primary jeE total pressure
and total temperature is shown in figure 29, in terms of entrainment ratio vs.
Ptpo and Ttpo, using equation (17). For purposes of illustration, and to elim-
inate the effect of the variation in primary jet flow rate,it is assumed that
the primary jet nozzles are dimensioned so that a primary jet flow rate of
Wpj = .i00 ib/sec is obtained a_ each ptpo and Ttpo combination. These curves
are based on extrapolated test data.
Fre-_est performance prediction - in order to accurately predict _he
jet pump performance of an untested configuration, graphs similar to figures
16 and 18 must be developed for the nozzle set and duct geometry to be tested.
_h_ estimate of the duct total pressure losses, or a single test point, results
in _he predicted entrainment ratio. Figures 30-32 give data similar to figure
ib foz nozzle sets 2, 3 and 6R.
•% C'
,4. '.J
Potential jet pump performance - From figures 16 and 30-32, the maximum
possible entrainment ratio and blowing momentum coefficient for each nozzle
set is given in Table 14 (determined at &Ptloss = 0 ib/ft2).





































By reducing the total pressure losses, a higher level of performance can
be attained. With a streamlined nozzle cluster and feedpipe assembly (drag
coefficient CD = .20 for a stream&ined body of this type), the suction duct
total pressure losses can be decreased to Ap = 20 ib/ft 2 (at a flow rate
tSj
of W S = 3.10 ib/sec). By preventing flow separation in the blowing duct, it
is estimated that the blowing duct loss can be reduced to &Pt_ = i0 ib/ft 2.
UB
The resulting characteristic equation (equation (16)) will have a C5 = i00.0.
With these loss characteristics, the predicted maximum jet pump performance
(in terms of C_) can be determined as a function of Ptpo and Ttpo, as in
figure 33.
Jet Pump Application
Thrust au_<_entor - The jet pump can be used as a thrust augmentation de-
vice. k..c ratio _'i of the thrust obtained from the blowing slot to the thrust
____ _ouid _e o_l_''_- _ from the primary nozzles when ti_e back pressure is
atr_ospheric, can be expressed as:
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Wf_vB
r l = WpjVpj ........................... (is)
Figure 34 shows the thrust augmentation as a function of primary jet total
pressure (at a constant primary jet total temperature, T = 1200 °F) for the
tpo
original duct system, the bellmouth inlet system, and with the jet pump loss
characteristics defined on page 29 and figure 33. The curves are based on ex-
trapolated data using the assumptions and procedures outlined on page 28.
BLC system - The experimental jet pump tested was designed for use as
part of a boundary-layer-control system. A comparison between an all-blowing
BLC system, applied to the same model wing, and the suction-blowing jet pump
system illustrates the over-all superiority of the jet pump system. For the
all-blowing system, it will be assumed that the same quantity of high energy
compressed air is expanded through perfect supersonic slots with no duct losses.
The jet pump system produces a suction flow coefficient, CQs , over the suction
portion of the wing matched with a blowing momentum coefficient, CO, that pro-
duces an equal lift coefficient over the blowing portion of the wing. l!owever,
to keep the power input over the entire wing constant for both BLC systems,
the reference area for the all-blowing system must be the sum of the suction
and blowing reference areas of the jet pump system, llence, the ratio, T2, of
thrust obtained by the jet pump system to the thrust of this hypothetical all-
blowing system can be expressed as:
WBV B (SS + SB)
T_ - • ................... (19)
Wpj Vpj SB
Figure 35 shows the relative values of the blowing momentum coefficient
as a function of the primary jet total pressure and total temperature, (based
on the extrapolation of test data) for the original jet pump system, the
bellmouth inlet-jet pump system, and the hypothetical all-blowing system. The
momentum ratio, to, is shown in figure 36 for a constant T = 1200°F.
tpo
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Jet puT:_ppotential -_ _-_,,_D=_orn_..c - The maximum performance of _h_ jet pumn
was not attained in the bench tests, due to a number of factors. The discrep-
a:_cy between the predicted test results (table 6) and tile test results (Appen-
dix B) can be attributed to the. o-_o_'_{_--_-.-_-_-_restrictions imposed by the wing
envelope, the need for adaptability to a number of nozzle sets, and the unstream-
lined nozzle cluster and feedpipe assembly. With the resulting high total pres-
sure losses, a maximum thrust aug_entation of T 1 = 1.06 was obtained with the
original duct system. In the beilmouth tests, the thrust augmentation was in-
creased to over -c = 1.30. For an ideal jet pump duct system (minimum losses),
the thrust augmentation would be increased to z = 2.3 for a Ttp 0 = 1200°F.
Jet Pump Component Reliability
The total run time for the experimental jet pump in the bench test series
was approximately 90 hours, of which approximately 2.5 hours were with the hot
burning chamber in operation. The nozzle set 4 was in use over 70% of the
total run time.
After an accumulated run time of approximately 40 hours for the nozzle
cluster assembly (including 2.5 hours at the extremely high temperatures),
leakage of primary air was observed at the primary nozzle threads and at the
junction of the "gooseneck" and the large Hastelloy flange. This leakage
amounted to less than 5% of the total flow.
As a result of permanent dimensional changes during the burning chamfDer
tests, the nozzle cluster had a different orientation on the "gooseneck" pipe.
Over the extended test period, the blowing slot lips were slightly warped,
resulting in a reduction in blowing slot area of 7% (affected the bellmouth
tests only).
The jet pump demonstrated its performance repeatability in tests over 6
months apart (,_== :igure 19 for respective data points for the 3/17/66 and
9/i9/6o ba;_ch tests). In all test runs with the suction duct on, =he flow
was steady (i.e. _here were no rapid or violent fluctuations of p_-essure in-
dicaze_ or. the manometer board). In the bel_mou_n inlet tests, tr.e secondary
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flow oscillated considerably, and the da_a taken were average values. The
instrumentation functioned well, with the exception of the static pressure
tap 21. The total pressure and temperature probes in the mixing tube were
diificult to center on a primary jet, due to eieher the slight thermal expan-
sion of the nozzle ci_aer unit and/or the deflection of the probes due _o the
impingement of the jets.
CONCLUSIONS
The experimental jet pump investigations demonstrated the reliability,
perform_ace capability, performance repeatability, and extended component
life of the jet pump. The test results provided maximum BLC coefficients (re-
ferred to the wing of the NASA Defiec_ed Slipstream STOL model) of CQs = .0320
(sucnion flow coefficient) and C = .256 (blowing momentum coefficient). These
coefficients are adequate for ShorE-Take-off and Landing (STOL) aircraft.
The following statements can be made about the performance characteristics
of the jet pump:
WS
i) The entrainment ratio (m = _) is dependent upon the total pressure
rise accomplished by the jet pump, APtjp' and the total pressure losses
encountered in the duct system, 6p_ . Accurate prediction of m is
Lloss
possible only if these two factors can be determined.
2) The total pressure rise in the jet pump caused by the energy exchange
between the primary and secondary jets can be analytically predicted for
a given primary jet total pressure, ptpo, total temperature, Ttpo,
and _
_ow rate, Wpj, and a given jet pump geometry.
3) The tol al pressure loss in the jet pump :_',ustbe reduced for increased jet
pu:p performance. The losses due to the un-streamlined nozzle cluster
assembly constitute a large percentage of the pressure losses in the sys-
_-_ , a_'_dcan be reduced by improving the ae[-odynamic cleanliness of the
3"->
cluster.
4) The mixing efficiency, u, of the jet pump was not accurately measured in
these bench tests, due to an apparent error in a static pressure tap.
Indications are that u = 1.00 is a good approximation for design point
nozzle opera,ion.
5) The tests conducted with the beilmouth entrance (suction duct removed)
resulted in increased jet pump performance, due to the decreased total
pressure losses. These tests gave a quantitative evaluation of the
pressure losses due to the nozzle cluster in axial flow.
6) The small wooden inserts improved the duct flow characteristics, and im-
proved jet pump performance.
7) Operation with converging (sonic) nozzles resulted in lower performance
than that of converging-diverging primary jet nozzles, due to a loss in
mixing efficiency.
_) Tests run with five nozzles in operation (four nozzles plugged) resulted
in a mixing efficiency of approximately 80Z of the mixing efficiency of
the nine nozzle configuration tests.
9) The suction slot airflow was not evenly distributed across the s?an, but
the distribution is satisfactory from a BLC point of view. Likewise
in the blowing slot, the distribution is satisfactory, although uneven
along the span. The flow within the duct was steady in all test runs
except the bellmouth tests. Wall separation in the blowing duct diffuser
eo_'._ributed to the high total pressure losses and to the uneven blowing
slot spanwise distribution.
Increased jet pump performance will be obtained by reducing the total
pressure losses resulting from the un-streamiined primary jet feedpipe and
nozzle cluster in the suction duct and the wall sep._:ation encountered in the
blowing _uct diffusion process. Due to the _on pressure losses, the full po-
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tenziai of the jet pumpunit was not attained. With a reduced loss character-
istic, the l!i flow coefficients and thrust augmentation will be substantially
increased.
The = - _" _performance of the jet pump unit can be predicted analy_Ica±±y, and
the analysis can be applied to future jet pump design work. The discrepancy
between the pre-test predicted performmnce (table 6 in text) a:_d the actual
performance (summarized in table 5 in text) is due to the unexpected high
total pressure i_ses.
The bench tests have demonstrated the feasibility of the application of
the jet pu:_p as a combined suction and blowing bom_dary layer control system.
Suction and blowing are accomplished over different portions of the wing, with
the benefits of a minimum of moving par_s, no exte.-m_al (to the wing) parts
(since the jet pump units are within the wing envelope) and a conventional
flap and/or aileron configuration.
RE CO>Z_XDATi ON S
Further design and bench testing is reco_:_n:ended in an effort to reduce
the high total pressure losses eneounte_-ed in the Phase I bench tests of the
jet pump. The work envisioned includes aerodynamic fairing of the nozzle
cluster assembly, redesign of the blowing duct diffuser-, and bench tests
designed to optimize the jet pump performa_ce. Concurrent with this design
effort, further development and testing of a high temperature combustion
chamber (provicing co:npressed air at temperatures up to 3000°F) is recommended.
The ultimate goal of t_=is project is the installation and wind tunnel test-
ing of a jet pump BLC system in the NASA Ames Deflected Slipstream STOL
>iodel. A design effort is reco:: ended for the jet pump system installation
and static testing in the wing, including all necessary ducting, instrumenta-
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APPENDIXA _'P- J=. PU'._PERFOP%FE<CETI{EORY
Total Pressure ?_se (Table AI)
Assu:_:DEions - The assumptions made in ....,nms analysis are:
i) Ideal gases
2) Completely mixed flow at staticn K
3) The primary flow static pressure, ppj, is assumed to adjust to match
the static pressure of _he seccndary flow by an isentropic expansion
or compression process a< a point dov_stream of the nozzle plane
(station I). The adjustment process takes place before any :nixing
occurs between the two streams
4) The expansion or comoression of '_ . '"tn _rimary flow within the aa3ust-
ment region is assumed to have a negligible effect on the static
pressure and the flow area of nhe secondary jet
5) Wall friction forces in the mixing tube _d tile diffuser are negligi-
ble compared to pressure and momentum forces in the primmry and sec-
ondary flows
6) adiabatic flow throughout the mixing region and diffuser
7) k = constant = 1.40
ideal jet pump total pressure rise - A r:aasure of the jet pump performance
is the total pressure rise of the mixed stream resulting from the energy re-
leased in the primary jet nozzles. Using the relationships of conservation of
_:_omentum_ _:e_gy and continuity, this ideal total pressure rise may be calcu-
_E w Tfated. Sot a _ pu..p, the momentum equation is (see _igure 1 for stations):
1
A ...._)..+A_ o _-A.o.- FD = _ (W_.vv - WsVsj- , ib
_c'bJ _J'PJ t F_ g _. ,_ WpjVpj) ..... (A-l)
where: FD is the duct force due to the pressure force on the walls of the
mixing nube.
_D =#Sta I pd,_alis, ib
(_z-2)
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By assump=ion 3) above, ppj = PSJ"
By the continuity relationship:
= = P>A_v_g, ib/secWS+ Wpj WM ,'_,,,.
(a-4)
and by the conservation of energy theorem:















T = _ ' °R [assuming e = c ]
gM m + i P'A PtSj
(A-7)












T = T "" °R
s., _ 9 gJc. '
e* _>i "" PM
(A-!O)
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a so!u:ion for o.i._,may be obtained :
A I WpjVpj
PM = (7--) PSJ + --(i + m _ - (m+ l) S) (Ps!_2:)-::_(A_-:_.),:b/ft-2 •
(A-ll)
Substitu$ing for e and $, an equation of the form
2 (:-z2)P>: - cip>:+ c 2 = o .....................
may be formed, where,
2Wpj Vpj (l+mcx)




2 (_i) 2Wpj2 RT
SM, lb 2
gAM (Al+Gi) ft 4
Solvi::g equation (A-!2), one gets:
.............. (:-:3)
.............. (A-i4)
C_ +",JCI2-: 4C 2
PI,:= 2
................... (A-15)
A:: iterative procedure is being used to deter:Xne values of P_i" The known
variables are W OT PSJ' Wpj, m, Vpj _, Ai, _,:, c , T . The i_eration routine






Ass_.me ..value for vM
Loive for T by equation (A-i0)
sM
Solve for PM by equation (A-I5)
oy• "z








5) Solve for v,, by : v,,= gT: "
• ": 2L
• ft/sec
6) Iterate to step i until s
- sire v,, values are close.
Utilizin "_ the last v>i calcula ..... Love, the total pressure at station
M is then found by:
I
p_ = + _ 2 ib/ft2 (A-16)
_M PM _ PMVM ' .................
Finally, the ideal total pressure rise is calculated by:
AP t = P_ - P_- , ib/ft2 ................. (A-17)
JP _'_ _SJ
Table A1 sunm_arizes the theoretical jet pump ........: p_o_n_,_a for each test run,
based on test values of pressures, temperatures, flow rates and velocities.
LZ Z Icic:n C2.eS
Jet :sumo efficiency_- The efficiency of the jet pump, _,, can be de-
fined as the ratio of useful power obtained " -<ou_put) ¢o the power inpu¢ of the
primary jet. Tl-e power- input to the je: pump is:
T
Ppj = WE jAb _ = 1.415 WpjAh lipDDU ' .............. *A I<_-_8)




Q}i is the volume flow rate at the end of the mixing tube






_o 550 _l.lg J_ J__.._ _ L_ _ t__ D
n ppj. i. 415 W Ah p,;go..........An (A-20)PJ zl
Ic_ _:c_c<_-c_r, - ..:e ideal ezLiczency reiatas the maximum power
output {perfect mixing) to _che power input of the jet pump. The ?&aximum pow-
er output can be expressed as
!




APtjp is the ideal _otal prassure --:..... _ .... '





ni = p}igJA h .... ' ................. (A-22)
e_ci ......_ - The mixing ez_iczency is the ratio of tha jet pump
efficiency, n, to the ideal jet pump efficiency, n..
i
Ap.
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APPENDIX B ..... OF JET _. TEST DATA- _-XA_Y SIS P_:_2
Primary Jet Parameters <Taa±_s BI and B2)
Primary jet total pressure - The primary jet total pressure, Ptp0 , is a
controiied param_ner, measuTed by a _u:con •Cube <...._ located upsnream oz tile
primary pi_e entrance in the suction duct.
LOLl= _e_D ...._u_ - The primary jet total temperature, Ttp0,
is a controlled parameter for the "hot and cold jest'' tests (T "_- 1200°2),
"P0
T was calculated by using the Fieig=iar formula, evaluated at the nozzle
_PO
_llroat (for k = 1.30)•






=A coi_ jI_'-_ (Tt_o_ - To)i 2' ft2
............. (_-2)
A
_ .: 2:uaSU_c_ CArO&E area of llozzles_ =_t 2
coma
: coefficient of _:_ ..... " '*_
_--pj -_-pa
r_
_'W nozzle discharge coefficie;-_t _etermined by cold :'_ tests
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TAPLE Z1 '_.................












































5u=ner total ..... ,-_- ........... _o_. temp-_ t ... . For all burner _esus, the burner _i
erature, T , was calculated using the following equation:
tSu
Wpj c (TtE u - T t....j = Wfueipj h_, , Stu/sec ....... (B-4)Pavg _ o
Primary .]at wei_,_ flpw rate - ,he primary air jet weigna fiow rate is
measured by a flo_m_eter and panel gage• For the burner tests,
+ W , ib/sec .................
Wpj = Wfuei<) J airpj
(_-5)
The kerosene f_ow was measured by a ro_amete:-. The n_inimum air/fuel ratios
were approximatciy -u0,_ theoretical air.
Secondary Je_ Parameters (Table B3)
/i.sou:':ptio:::;-Assumptions made in this analysis are:
_ o ..... 'ft2j o = __o _o/ (constant)
"O















































































































































































Secondary jet weiqht flow rate - The secondary jet (suction air) welsat'_
flow rate was calculated:
W S




dAE = sdb S, s = slot depth perpendicular to span




v E = _sj_=I vE _bSJ J
j = location of static pressure tap in slot; j runs from 1 to ii.
2
v E =_ _E (Po - )j PSE
J








A plot of vE_ vs./j = i
J
sdb is graphically integrated to obtain the suction
air flow rat_, W S.
Static pressure at station I - The static pressure at the nozzle plane
(staeion I - exit of the primary nozzles) was measured by static pressure tap
21 in the mixi_g tube. [Note: data analysis and comparison with theory
reveai_ that tap 21 does not accurately measure PSJ" However, this analysis
will assume _hat tap 21 is not faui_y.]
Secondary jet velocity - The secondary jet velocity at station I, Vsj ,
was calculated in the following way:
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6-1 2.133 20.78 1853 1995 369 .0795 121
















































tSj 2gJc ' °R ................... (B-10)
Po
A I
ASj = 1 + %' ft2 ....................... (B-If)
Total oressure at station I - The total pressure at station i, Ptsj , is
analyzed as:
= 1
Ptsj PSJ + _ PSJ Vsj2 = PSJ +
_{'$2_ T
SSj
2g PSJ ASjZ' ib/ft2
(B-12)
Total pressure loss in the suction duct - The total pressure loss in the
suction _ _ gPtsj ,
uuc_, was calculated by:
dP = Po - Ptsj' Ib/ft2 (B-13)tSj ....................
[Note: The data in figure 17 was estimated by
AP_ = £P - (Pt - o ) ib/ft 2
_SJ tjp M " o '
.... _ pressure tap 21 does not accurately measure PSJ" _ience, the
tabular values of £p in table B3 are different from those estimated in figure
tsj
17].
Primary Jet Exit Conditions (Table B4)
Assunmtions - Assumptions made in this section are:
i) There is a point downstream (accommodation point) of-thc nozzle
__ne <suaL_on I) where the static pressu_-e of the primary jet,
ppj, equalizes with PSJ' resulting in a constant pressure profile
47
across the mixing tube
2) k = 1.40 = constant
Primary jet _fach number - The primary jet }iach number, }_j, is a function
PPJ PSJ
of the pressure ratio (= j. For a given PSJ _j can be found fromp _
tpo _tpo
a table of one dimensional isentropic compressible flow functions (see table
in Ref. 3).
Primary jet static temperature - The static temperature of the primmry
PSJ
jet is calculated using the pressure ratio, , utilizing the perfect gas
Ptpo
tables to obtain the ratio Tspj/Ttp O.
Primary jet enthalpy change - The primary jet enthalpy change is
Ah = h - h , Btu/ib .................... (B-i4)
tpo Spj
where :
h and h are found in Table 1 of Reference 3 for the temperatures
tpo _j
T and T respectively.
tpo spj
Primary jet velocity - The primary jet velocity, Vpj, was calculated by
using _he Bernoulli equation for isentropic compressible flow:
vpj = _ Ah, ft/sec ................ , .... (_-15)
48




































































































































































































































































Primary:je t input power - Tile primary jet input power, Ppj, is:
Ppj = 1.415 Wpj£h, hp ..................... (_-16)
wi_ere :
1.415 = conversion factor (hp/Btu).
Dimensionless Perforua_-ce Parameters
Entrainment ratio - The entrainment ratio, m, (table B3) is:
WS
m = -- . ......................... (BI7)
Wpj
Apj
Area ratio - The nozzle areas ratios, _ = -A--_T, are shown in Table BI.
Vsj
Velocity ratio - The velocity ratios, _ =---- , are tabulated in Table B3.
Vpj
Completely Mixed Flow Conditio_:s (Station M) (Table BS)
Assumouions: -
i) The flow is completely mixed a_ the end of the mixing tube (station }i)
2) Ideal gas
3) The velocity a_ station _i is constant across the diffuser
_'_-l_nt _- -'.... __,, rate The rate of flow at station M is the sum of the primary
and secondary air weight flow rates:
W\<..= W s + Wpj, ib/sec .................... (B-18)
Static pressure - The static pressure at station M, PM' is found from the
static pressure profiles for each test run.
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WMCpMTt M PJ Pip 0 tp0
C
(._ tp° .) T + m T
I'o tpo _SJ *R (assumed: c =
TtM = Cpo)m + 1 ' PM
was obtained from the energy equation:
+ Wse p TtSj, Btu/see ...........
O
(B-20)
Note: It is necessary to iterate between TsM and vM to solve for TSM
Velocity - The velocity, VM, at station M is:
WMR T
vM SM , ft/sec .................... (B-22)
P,, I
Total pressure - The total pressure, PtM, at station M is:
1 M2
Pt,_i = PM + _ 0MV ' ib/ft2 (B-23)
Jet Pump Pressure l<ise (Table B5)
Excess total pressure - The excess total pressure, Apt , is:
ex
Ap = n - Po ib/ft2 (B-24)
C: I< _'l
sie_u_ total pressure rise - The jet pump total pressure rise (to sta-
tion 1.1)£p , was computed in the following way:
tjp
52
Ap = Ap_ + , Ib/ft 2
tjp _SJ &Ptex
................. (B-25)
ulowi_g Slot Conditions (Table B6)
Blowing slot airflow rate - The blowing slot airflow rate, WB, was calcu-
lated by :
WB = gB g PB/VB dAB' ib/sec
(B-26)
where:
eB is Lhe blowing slot velocity profile correction factor. Results from
boundary layer displacement thickness and flow angles not perpendicular
to the slot. 6B is plotted in figure 27
dA_ = sBdb B
sB = slot depth perpendicular to span
bB = spanwise dimension from one end of slot
= 11W B is obtained by graphical integration using a plot of VB. vs SBdb B
3 j = i
Blowing slot velocity - The blowing slot velocity
along the span, vB° , was calculated by:
J
at each station j
_7_ (PtBvB. = - po ), ft/sec
3 •3
where :
Pt_ - Po = dynanic pressure at station j along the span, ib/ft 2.
J
(_-27)
Ti_e average blowing velocity, VB, was calculated by:
53
aB _J = ll
VB =- j VB. d_, ft/sec
j = i
(B-28)
Total pressure - The blowing total pressure, PtB, was presented by:




PB = Po' ib/ft2
P• ib-sec 2
PB = gRT ' ft 4
s B
_B 2
T = T °R




Total pressure losses in tile blowing duct - The total pressure losses in
the blowing duct, Apt , are:
DB
AP t = - , ib/ft 2 .................... (B-32)
DB PtM Pt B
Jet Pump Performance Parameters (Table B7)
Sucgioll ¢_
_.ov_ coefficient - The suction flow coefficient, CQs , relates
the suction airflow rate to the aircraft freestream conditions by:
WS
CQs = 0oVogSs . .................. (B-33)
Biowini_ momentum coefficient - The blowing momentum coefficient, C
54


























































































































































































rela_es the blowing air flow momentumto the aircraft freestream conditions
by:
WBVB
C = -- (B 34)gqoSB .......................... -
Massaugmentation - The mass augmentation is the ratio of the output
airflow to the input airflow.
W B
M.A. =-- = (m + i)
Wpj
..................... (_-35)
Thrust augmentation - Tile thrust augmentation, T, is defined as the ratio



























































































































































































































= ambient total pressure, ib/ft 2
= primary jet total pressure, ib/ft 2
= secondary jet total pressure, Ib/ft 2
= mixing tube total pressure, ib/ft 2
= blowing diffuser total pressure, ib/ft 2
APtjp = jet pump total pressure rise, ib/ft 2
Jet Pump Parameters:
Vsj
Velocity Ratio _ = --
Vpj














(9 Nozzles) .... i_
Mi xin g /
tube
Figure 3.- BLC jet pump duct arrangement.
.25c
' Wing Leading Edge














































Note: All dimensions in inches










I dPJN, d , in. iPJN, in.




2 .083 .047 .311 2024 STAL
3 .145 .Iii .276 liastelloy YC"
t _ _ .117 .0596 .474 310 Stainless
! '4A ! .060 .063 .000 310 Stainless
k
o .131 ._o_ .568 L_-_ I
I I
I .131 .00! .568 310 StainlessO_
i
Figure 6.- Primary jet nozzle design dimensions.
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Suction slot Blowing slot













Section B-B blowing chamber
_._;e.._.:
_)Traversing total pressure rake
Static suction pressure probe-traversing and vertical adjustment
'__atic pressure tap
/_ 6aatic pressure taps in mixing tube (20 locations)
Total pressure probe in mixing tube and diffuser
Figure 7.- Experimental jet pump instrumentation.
o4
7....




V= 14 ft "
_i '












_ 2a v pC S"_.
'! i--_,-iNeedle valve













Figure 8.- Primary air and fuel system.
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Figure 9-- Cutaway view of combustOr"
_jc3
J
\Figure i0.- Experimental jet pump on test stand:,
67 .
Figure II.- Low temperature (60-1200 ° F) test installation
(suction duct at right, mixing tube and diffuser
to the left, nozzle feedpipe in foreground).
Figure 12.- Primary nozzle cluster installation
(mixing tube to the rlght).
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til////I//i, exit (Sta. I)
_i!:<iiTiiiill_i_
'_._.:;._?::'i.:.[_,:.:;.:;.?.::;.:, ..:_;_,:. '..:;_;._
Xo_e: all dimensions in inches
-i----i. 50----_
Figure 14.- Bcllmou_h entrance.
_7]'i!%
































60 Ptpo - 350 psia
i!i[ - 1200°F
_T Ttpo
50 Wpj - .107 ib/sec





















A Suction "duct total pressure loss ' " i:i!i..:i:!i:i
llO B Suction duct total pressure loss with duct insert . :i!ii:!!!,iii.
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Entrainment Ratio, m _-
Wpj
Figure 18.- Effect of total pressure loss on entrainment ratio (test run 4-1).
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(test run 6R only) _'_!
Suction slot static pressure tap number















Figure 20.- Suction slot velocity distribution.
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Traverse angle - 0°
Traverse angles Feedpipe
0 ° /axis
- _ -I-;< kl
%jg-o..jJ_i
,f_0o axis/Nozzle
J , / exit
i j / plane
J j
- I j
Traverse angle - 90 °
Velocity, ft/sec













Ttp O " 1200°F
ptpo .- 350 psia
Traverse angle - i12½ °_ Velocity, ftlsec

























Traverse angle = 0 °
Temp. _F












i00 ° 200 °
Test run 441
Temp. °F
oo zooo 206° 300°
i I
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Traverse angle = 1121°
Temp. °F























ptp O = 350 psia






































I 2 3 4 5 6 Static pressure
tap number
Blowing duct sanded wooden insert
Figure 24.- Blowing duct total pressure distribution.
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Test run 4-1





Blowing slot spanwise station
I0 15 20 25 30
300
Figure 25.- Blowing slot spanwise velocity distribution.
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Figure 28.- Predicted jet pump performance.
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Wpj = .i00 ib/sec. (constant)
Prediction equation WS2 =
CPtpoCW_j_j I .......
_:-::_:C where C = i00.0 (Apt as discussed
iii!'il !:. ................................................ Loss on page 29)
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Figure 36.- Co_,parison of BLC systems.
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